Abstract. We use a Monte Carlo model to simulate impact histories of possible Titans, Callistos, and Ganymedes. Comets create or erode satellite atmospheres, depending on their mass and velocity distributions: faster and bigger comets remove atmophiles; slower or smaller comets supply them. Mass distributions and the minimum total mass of comets passing through the Saturn system were derived from the crater records of Rhea and Iapetus. These were then scaled to give a minimum impact history for Titan. From this cometary population, of 1000 initially airless Titans, 16% acquired atmospheres larger than Titan's present atmosphere (9 x 10 el g), and more than half accumulated atmospheres larger than 10 el g. In contrast to the work of Zahnle et al. 
Introduction
Saturn's largest satellite, Titan, the only moon with a thick atmosphere, is shrouded in I bar of N2, CH4 Comets can also erode atmospheres if they strike a planet with high enough energies [Melosh and Vickery, 1989 ]. Zahnle et al. [1992] suggested that cometary impact alone can explain both why Titan has an atmosphere and why Ganymede and Callisto have none. They argued that there are three important parameters that determine whether a satellite or planet acquires an atmosphere from impacts. Two of these, the volatile content of the impactors and the mass distribution of the impactors, are in all likelihood the same for cometary bombardment of Titan, Ganymede, and Callisto. The third is the probability that an individual impactor strikes slowly enough that its volatiles are accreted rather than lost. Zahnle et al. denoted the fraction of slow-moving impactors as Fx (a notation we reintroduce here in order to facilitate comparison). The fraction Fx depends on how the impact velocity compares to the escape velocity. As Ganymede, Titan, and Callisto have essentially the same escape velocity, the key difference between the 'three satellites is that impact velocities are larger on the Galilean satellites than on Titan. Systematically lower impact velocities on Titan allowed it to acquire an atmosphere while Ganymede and Callisto remained airless. The total incident mass remained a variable in these models; it determined the mass of the atmosphere that formed on Titan.
The calculations of Zahnle et al. [1992] approximate
accretion, an inherently stochastic process, by continuous functions, where an atmosphere evolves in infinitesimal jumps. Yet real accretion proceeds by large discrete jumps. This is particularly important because the crater records on Rhea and Iapetus indicate that a large fraction of the cometary mass resides in the largest impactors (section 2). A second, related aspect of Zahnle et al.'s approach is that accretion is orderly. The time ordering of the largest impactors occurs by mass, with the largest bodies implicitly assumed to impact first. The contingent relationship between the stability of an atmosphere (through its mass) and the erosive effect of an impactor is effectively excluded. Zahnle et al. [1992] argued that if impact erosion gained an upper hand it would inevitably strip a planet or satellite of its atmosphere. Their formulation could not address the possibility that a single "late" large impactor can supply more air than all subsequent impacts could remove.
This study stresses the contingent relationship between a satellite's impact history and its final atmosphere. We simulate, using Monte Carlo techniques, 1000 impact histories for each satellite. From the results we deduce probabilities that a satellite acquires an atmosphere. These simulations allow us to treat large discrete impacts in a very natural way, and there is no artificial temporal order. We find that this is particularly significant when evaluating whether Ganymede and Callisto acquire atmospheres.
For each moon, we specify the mass and velocity distributions of the impactors. Parameters for each impact are chosen randomly from these distributions. The total mass of impactors that bombarded the Jovian and Saturnian systems is unknown; we use cratering records of other Saturnian moons to constrain the mass distribution and to derive a lower limit for the total mass.
Because the simulations are stochastic it can often happen that in one history a satellite accretes a great deal more material than in another. Impact velocity distributions are derived from the dynamical models of Zahnle et Table 2 .
Several processes enlarge craters, which would cause the scaling of (6) 
Mass Spectrum of Impactors
The mass spectrum of the impactors is conveniently described by a power law, n(m )dm cx: m-qdm, Based on the crater distributions on both Rhea and Iapetus and the scaling relation for wet sand, we find that q = 1.7q-0.1. This is consistent with the extremely uncertain values obtained from studies of cometdry magnitudes for short (q •1.5) and long period (q •1.7) comets [Hughes, 1988; Donnison, 1986] . Estimates from cometdry observations depend on a derivation of the cometdry mass from its luminosity, a relationship that is difficult to determine. A value of q -1.54 is derived from the lunar crater record using the Schmidt and Housen [1987] scaling law assuming slumping [Chyba, 1990] , while the value derived without slumping is q -1.47 [Melosh and Vickery, 1989 ].
Cometdry Mass Influx
We combine the production function N(> D), (2) and (3), crater scaling mR/• (6), and estimated impact velocities (Table 2) 
Extrapolating fi'om Rhea's crater record, DMAX --900 km (Table 3) g. This is shown in Table 3 , along with the mass of cometary material that would be deposited in an impact with no chemical reprocessing (discussed in section 2.7).
For comparison, the volatile contents of Titan's atmosphere and surface are given in Table 4 . The largest (Table 3 ).
In addition, these comets brought in up to 100 times Titan's present atmospheric inventory of carbon, which is close to the total amount of carbon needed to supply Titan with CH4 over its lifetime (Tables 3 and 4) . 
Formation of 1000 Atmospheres
The atmosphere that remains after cometary bombardment depends on the initial atmosphere, the velocity distribution of the impactors, and the total mass flux of the impactors. The balance of these effects becomes apparent when a statistically significant number of atmospheres are calculated. A list of models and relevant parameters is given in Table 5 . Of 1000 initially airless Titans bombarded by an "Iapetus" flux of Kuiper Belt comets (model 2, Table 5 ; results shown in Plate lb), over half (63%) acquire atmospheres 10% or larger than Titan's present atmosphere, and 16% acquire atmospheres at least as massive as Titan's present atmosphere. The wide spread in final and incident masses illustrates the enormous variance inherent in the power law distribution with q < 2. This uncertainty is larger than those introduced from, say, crater scaling.
The final atmosphere also depends on the partitioning of the impactors' kinetic energy, uncertainties in the mass spectrum of the impactors, and their volatile content (Figure 3) . We therefore choose conservative values for these parameters, unless otherwise stated, and leave them fixed throughout the study (Table 5) Table 5 ).
weight fraction of H20 is present in a course-grained H20-CO2 mixture [Kieffer, 1970] . Therefore the null CO2 observation for these icy satellites cannot rule out its presence. The probability of forming a comet-based atmosphere on a satellite depends on the moon's context in a solar system. The impact velocity distribution is determined mostly from the orbital velocity of a satellite around its planet (vsat in (8)) and, to a l•sser extent, by the planer's propinquity to the sun and by the orbital elements (chiefly the inclination distribution) of the comets (coo in (8)). Titan's low orbital velocity makes Titan most likely to acquire a significant atmosphere. However, both Ganymede and Callisto are likely to have had non-negligible atmospheres while young. The mass of these vanished atmospheres is difficult to predict; thin atmospheres appear to be extremely sensitive to luck.
Oort Comets and the
There are several regions in our solar system that would allow for a "low energy impact" environment, that is, regions that are as safe or safer than Titan's. Table 5 ).
